### Tesztsor

1. We..........do our homework every day.
   - A, has to
   - B, must to
   - C, must
   - D, have had

2. I..........meet them at the airport tomorrow morning.
   - A, could
   - B, haven’t been able to
   - C, won’t be able to
   - D, will can

3. My son........go to the disco at the weekends.
   - A, may
   - B, allowed to
   - C, might to
   - D, was allowed to

4. She..........speak English very well.
   - A, is able
   - B, can
   - C, not able to
   - D, could to

5. You..........use a dictionary.
   - A, shall be allowed to
   - B, may not
   - C, ’ll allowed
   - D, may to

6. His classmates.........visit him at the hospital last week.
   - A, was able to
   - B, weren’t able to
   - C, can’t
   - D, haven’t been able to

7. They..........take an exam yesterday.
   - A, musted
   - B, hadn’t to
   - C, didn’t must
   - D, had to

8. I..........drive my father’s car yet.
   - A, haven’t been allowed to
   - B, might allow to
   - C, haven’t allowed to
   - D, ’ll be allow to

9. The man next door........ride a bicycle.
   - A, ’s able
   - B, cans
   - C, will can
   - D, can’t

10. She..........prepare for the next day’s lessons every afternoon.
    - A, haves to
    - B, must to
    - C, has to
    - D, have had to

11. They..........finish the ironing yet.
    - A, couldn’t
    - B, haven’t been able to
    - C, can’t be able to
    - D, have been able to

12. Our children..........watch TV last night.
    - A, weren’t allowed to
    - B, might to
    - C, was allowed to
    - D, were allowed not

13. My boss.........travel abroad every month.
    - A, musts
    - B, will has to
    - C, hasn’t to
    - D, doesn’t have to

14. I..........swim quite well when I was younger.
    - A, can’t
    - B, could to
    - C, was able to
    - D, could

15. We..........get up very early tomorrow morning.
    - A, will must
    - B, ’ll must to
    - C, will have to
    - D, will have not to

16. The gardener..........cut the grass yet.
    - A, hasn’t had to
    - B, have had to
    - C, has had
    - D, haven’t had to
17. They...........help me in the shop next week.
   A, will can  B, will be able to  C, are able to  D, shall

18. I...........work a lot at my place of work day by day.
   A, must to  B, have to  C, don’t must to  D, will must

19. The mechanic...........repair my TV yesterday.
   A, was able  B, weren’t able to  C, wasn’t able to  D, couldn’t to

20. You...........go to your friends tomorrow.
   A, won’t be allowed to  B, will may not  C, ’ll allowed to  D, ’ll may

   A, has been able to  B, have able to  C, have been able to  D, have be able to

22. My uncle...........go to work last week.
   A, wasn’t allowed to  B, might  C, was be allowed to  D, mightn’t

23. The students...........have the English language certificate since 1998.
   A, must have to  B, must had to  C, must have  D, have had to

24. I...........play the piano when I was a child.
   A, couldn’t  B, not could  C, could to  D, was not be able to

25. He...........ride a motorbike for ten years.
   A, ’s been allowed  B, has been allowed to  C, may to  D, might
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